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Another HELL Ranger Thriller
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When blood is thicker than water,
And a formula for revenge threatens a global calamity,
Devlin Lucchesi must race against time to stop it,
Come HELL Rangers or high water.
Thirsty yet?

“Strap in. The HELL Rangers will take you on the ride of your life
with Formula. With twists and turns from the first page to the
last, Gina Fava races to the head of the pack.”
- J.M. Leduc, Amazon bestselling author, Sinclair O'Malley series
“[An] electrifying mystery…with [w]hirlwind pacing, breathless
action, a sexy hero, and a tough but stunning heroine.”
- Sheila McCormick, author of Cousin Andrew
“Fava not only has a unique talent for storytelling, but it's
obvious too that her meticulous research brings credibility,
depth, and real beauty to this novel that will undoubtedly
satisfy both men and women.”
- Stephen Besecker, author of The Samaritan, Executive Power
Extracted from the twisted vines of Gina Fava’s imagination comes
the next gripping international crime thriller in the HELL Ranger
series…FORMULA (A Steepo Press eBook and Trade Paperback;
On-Sale November 2018). Following on the heels of her awardwinning suspense novel, The Sculptor (Gold Medal Winner for Best
Mystery/Suspense Ebook by the Indie Book Awards), FORMULA is
Fava’s highly anticipated sequel to her first novel, The Race. What
spurred Gina Fava, a Buffalo native living in New England who
graduated from the University at Buffalo and later earned a law
degree, to write such page-turning, heart-pounding thrillers? Perhaps
it was the bomb scares, run-ins with the Italian military intelligence, or
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the car chases while living in Rome years ago. Or maybe it’s the
intense culture and beckoning landscapes of Italy that draw her back
again and again to concoct these international mysteries.
In FORMULA, when F1 champion and covert agent Devlin “Lucky”
Lucchesi returns to the Monte Carlo Grand Prix to win big, a rival F1
racer is fatally poisoned at the finish line. Devlin and his HELL
Ranger crew suspect tainted grappa and investigate a winery built
atop a hotly contested aquifer in the Italian Dolomites. Things heat up
fast when Devlin the killer begins targeting the vineyard’s sibling
owners one-by-one. The stakes soar when that bloodlust menaces
world leaders at a global water summit in Verona and the thousands
gathered at a Palio horse race in Siena, including Devlin’s son. Devlin
must risk everything to hunt down the killer in time to halt a poisonous
calamity that threatens worldwide ramifications.
With intriguing elements of sibling rivalry, cut throat competition,
romantic entanglement, extreme activism, and sexy revenge, Gina’s
readers will find much to enjoy in FORMULA. It’s a fast-paced, twisty
mystery, in the tradition of Dan Brown’s Inferno and Daniel Silva’s
The Fallen Angel, which draws on aspects of Fava’s personal life: her
time living and traveling throughout Italy as an author and as a wine
and spirit connoisseur, as well as a Formula One racing aficionado.
The thought-provoking tale also explores the vibrant wine and spirits
industry, and the fresh water revolution increasingly making global
headlines as a critical societal issue. Like a shot of smooth grappa,
Gina Fava’s FORMULA triggers a heart-pumping kick of adrenaline
that never lets up until its satisfying finish. Thirsty yet?
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